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W e l c o m e ! 
We commit to Service
Service is always what we consider as priority,  and professional design, 
sales and production team make us qualified to offer the second to none 
service. 

We commit to Quality
Quality is our cornerstone, and it makes us go further stably. 
What you care the most is what we focus. 

We commit to Development
Let me walk you through this catalogue, and you’ll find the brand new 
wardrobe. We always catch up with the latest designs and materials, 
because we believe that only development could bring our customers 
what they love.
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Walk-in Closet



PLYJ17004-056

The stunning impression comes from its bold color contrast. Melamine and 
matt lacquer finish give the closet modern feeling. Since the closet has no 
doors, it’s always open for you to get what you like.  



YJ9971603
What’s in front of you is more than a closet. Clothes storage, shoes racks, 
make-up vanity, you can get everything you need and everything under 
control here. 



YG16-M09

Too many ties, belts and ornaments? This wardrobe can solve your problems 
perfectly.

There is always a space for your beloved clothes.  

More space are available behind that door

U-shape Walk-in Closet



This wood grain walk-in closet will give you a fresh and cozy breeze on 
everyday morning.
Clothes storage, dressing gowns hanging, small stuffs management—
its semi-enclosed pattern is tailored to your daily use and personal habits. 
It’s time to get rid of mess!

YG11426

Other Available Colors For Carcase

PWMA0007 PWMD0018

PWMD0031



Keen on a simple wardrobe, but never want to be ordinary? Still want your 
closet be grand when space is not so broad? 

With elegant and modern style, large storage space, this white melamine 
wardrobe is definitely your best choice.  

YG17-M04



The walk-in closet is separated into different sections. All things can be 
well-organized and compactly arranged. 

YJ0481615 

Clothes are easy accessible 
when kept in open shelves 

PVC Walk-in Closet

Spacious drawer 
for keeping sheets 
and mattress

Handles 
with molding   



Small but practical U-shape walk-in closet

The different sections is for different stuffs storage, which satisfy the 
needs of your families, besides it increases the efficiency of the closet.  
You can get what you want in a minute. 

YG14-M02



Spacious walk-in closet

Everything has got the right place for it, thus tidiness can be easily reached. 
The PVC finish gives the closet a warm feeling. 

Camino
A mirror is behind, and it can be rotated, which makes it convenient.



A small space may make an exquisite walk-in closet, too!
This compact walk-in closet can make the most of space and create an 
absolutely comfortable layout for personal use.

PLYJ17025-057



Suppose a closed wardrobe too dull, open shelf seems messy? 
Well, try  combine the two this time! The white closed closet is conservative 
and elegant, while the beige open shelf is cozy and modern. 
You can always find the way to fresh up daily life! 

PLYJ17025-060



One walk-in closet, two sections

YG11213
One closet to meet your storage needs and another for 
your families’.

The closet is to create the elegant and cozy feeling for you 
and your families with the finish and the PVC material. 



Perfectly designed L shaped walk-in closet. 

MILANO
What makes a room compact and tidy is to make 
sure everything is well organized. This walk-in closet 
is to provide you with sufficient storage space for daily-
used clothes. You don’t get upset any more when trying 
to find suitable clothes for a certain event, cause all your 
clothes are in their right place. 



Dark grey oak sketch a modern and geometrical style. 
Transparent closet makes your storage more clear.
Skillfully inserted white drawers ensure a orderly storage 
of small stuffs. 

PLYJ17013-055



This walk-in closet has got the space for clothes, handbags, 
shoes and even mattress on the top. 
It’s not just a simple closet. It’s a multi-functional storage space, 
a place where your beautiful day begins. 

Treasure Chest for Vogue
CAMINO



Hinged Open 
Door Wardrobe



This simple design shows a typical Scandinavia style, suddenly you’ll 
feel every breath you take here is fresh and clean!

Shelves for clothes, bags, 
shoes and pillows

YG17-M06

It has no back panel, 
so the air in the wardrobe 
can be circulated



Simple design can always touch us, and reasonable 
layout will truly increase the space utilization rate. 
Pursue an elegant lifestyle, all you need is this natural 
integration closet. 

YG16-M14

Wood grain is always the 
most effective way to add 
a natural tone!



Liner shaped wardrobe 

YJ0511601 

Streamline appearance and lay-out express the simple 
idea for life.  

Begin your new day with this wardrobe, choose the 
clothes you like and get dressed, surely you deserve a 
nice day. 



Plain appearance wardrobe, combining white 
with brown wood grain gives the wardrobe the 
natural feeling. 
The open cabinet adds more storage space for 
the wardrobe.  

YP0511604



There are two sections for this wardrobe, one for lady and the other for 
gentleman.

YG91555

L-shaped wardrobe 

Glass door matches with open shelves, make it always easy to get what 
you want.   



It seems like that white color can always wash all the chaos and clutters off. 

PLYP17023-058

Despite the busy daily life, this pure white melamine closet with classic style 
can always offer you  a peaceful and leisurely time.



Hinged Open Wardrobe 
Moulis

Nowadays wardrobe is not only just a wardrobe where 
we keep our clothes, but also it could reflect our attitude 
towards life. 
The white matt lacquer and the wood grain finish door 
express the natural and simple idea, so you will definitely 
love it if you’re fond of simple life. 



The built-in layout is the highlight of the wardrobe, 
which doesn’t take up much time of the room. So 
it’s perfect for a small size room too. 

Built-in PVC Wardrobe 

PLPM12001

A open shelf in the wardrobe, a place where photos and 
ornaments can be put here. To add more vitality and color 
for the wardrobe as well as your life. 



Sliding Door Wardrobe



Built-in wardrobe is the highlight of this wardrobe. It’s hidden in the wall 
and the sliding door is a huge mirror. When you slide the doors, a colorful 
wardrobe comes into your eyes. 
What a fascinating design!  

YG17-M02

Mirror Sliding Door Wardrobe 



Combining white with dark wood grain warm up the sliding wardrobe.

High Bearing Capacity

YG11545C
Sliding door wardrobe

Hanging rod with thickness of 3mm, 
it's quite strong enough to bear totally 
100kg weights with different clothes in 
the same time

Drawer storage
Drawer is a popular design in 
wardrobes. There are easier to 
access and easier to organize. 



What should intelligent people be like in your 
mind? Maybe seems simple in appearance, but  
always show an extraordinary quality inside. 

PLYT17017-059

This closet is such an intelligent one. Except for the 
considerate open shelves, the magical layout inside will 
surely surprise you!



YG16-M15

The integrated doors conceal all the storage details inside, large wardrobe 
provides enough storage space.

The upper and bottom rails is noiselessly processed, so it will be silent when 
you’re sliding left and right. 

Sliding Door Wardrobe



YG16-A02

Walnut brown and white combination lift up the wardrobe. 
The cabinets stretch from the ceiling to the ground, which enlarge the 
room space, meanwhile large space could make sure everything can 
be well organized

Walnut U-Shaped Wardrobe   



Sliding Door Wardrobe 
TM01506

Beige and grey appearance make this wardrobe so 
natural from the outside. 

Imagine waking up in the morning and choosing the 
clothes you like from the wardrobe, you can choose 
the life you would like to live. Because you’re the 
master of you life.



Tempered Glass Door Wardrobe 
PLYM12003

Built-in layout with tempered glass door is the highlight 
of this wardrobe. You don’t have to worry about the glass, 
it’s safe enough to use in daily life. 
Besides the glass door could also bring the post-modern 
and scientific feeling for your room


